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A1: Thinking About Design 
Breadth: 10 Things I Interact With

1. Dangerous bathroom door at hotel 
The bathroom door in the Wyndam hotel we are 
staying in opens outward into the hallway, blocking my 
exit using the main room door. Not only is it 
inconvenient to close the bathroom door when I want 
to leave the room, it is dangerous in the case of a fire. 
The hotel’s solution was to place a placard on the door 
stating that the door must remain close to adhere to 
California State Law. This is a breakdown because the 
placard does not solve the safety issue - knowing 
about the law is not enough motivation to close the 
door, and it’s easy to forget and leave the door open. A 
sliding door or a door that opens inward to the 
bathroom are potential solutions to this problem.


2. Helpful boarding 
display for Alaska 
Airlines at airport 
This is digital signage I encountered 
boarding the flight from Seattle to Santa 
Ana for this program. Alaska Airlines 
had a TV screen over their gate that 
showed which groups were currently 
boarding in sequential order. I really like 
this because a key stress many people 
at the gate face is “is it my turn yet?” It 
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helps answer that question for people who are arriving to the gate after the boarding 
process has started, and also those who are concerned about hearing and missing the 
announcement. 


3. Ambiguous direction of key 
card in door 
When I entered my room I first inserted my key card 
the wrong vertical direction. There is a signifier on 
the card but I was not looking carefully at it. Upon 
further inspection I see the arrow pointing toward the 
direction of insertion. At a glance, I mistook it for 
part of the man’s wardrobe. Without seeing the 
arrow I was left to guess if the convention was 
inserting the card’s photo “right side up” or inverting 
the card so that the card goes in “head first”. This is 
confusing because to insert the card the correct 
way, you must hold it by the top and push it down 
into the door lock. This is the opposite of where you 
would place your hand in door locks where the card 
slides horizontally into the door. In that case, you would hold it by the bottom.


4. Convenient auto-log in with Apple Watch 
I like the convenience of having the Mac 
log in to my user profile automatically when 
it detects I am wearing the Apple Watch. It 
was smart of Apple to realize the watch 
could be used as a ID verification device 
and make the process easy. It’s a nice 
interaction because it happens as soon as 
you open the lid, eliminating the need for 
the user to tap or click anything to 
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proceed. This automation is ok because there is no reason to stay at the profile log-in 
screen unless you are verifying your identity. The design is also resilient in that if I forget 
and start typing my password, it lets me do that (instead of popping up with an error, 
which would just take more time.)


5. Confusing elevator 
door-close buttons 
A friend I visited recently has this 
convoluted door open/close/hold 
button structure in his elevator (I’ve 
pictured a similar one found online). It 
requires a lot of reading and 
interpreting the subtle differences in 
symbols to make a choice. And what 
is the difference between holding the 
door open button and holding the “hold 
door” button? Perhaps the amount of time open. An breakdown with this design is it 
makes (likely) rarely used functions just as prominent as the more common functions. 
Too much noise vs signal.


6. Ill-placed horn button on my  
Honda Civic 
I (still) drive a 1994 Honda Civic. Most drivers are used to 
tapping sharply down in the center of the steering wheel to 
honk the horn. My understanding is this technology, 
allowing the trigger for the horn to be on top of the airbag 
in the wheel was not available (or expensive) in 1994. 
Instead, the trigger for the horn is a button that sits under 
my thumb when I have my hands at 10 and 2 on the wheel. 
This is well-placed when I am driving straight, but rotates 
away from position as I turn the wheel, hand over hand. There have been times mid-
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turn where I needed to honk the horn and didn’t because it took too long to find out 
where in the wheel it was. Consistency in position is the design principle violated here. 
The horn honk almost always occurs in split-second decision timing and it takes too 
long to find the horn button when I need it.


7. Content-first focus of Tumblr 
I have scrolled through Tumblr to relax in my hotel 
room and I find it a delightful user experience for me. 
The interaction is designed for pure ease of content 
consumption. It is infinitely scrollable, all media spans 
the full width of the screen, and viewable without 
needing to click or tap to view the photo or video. An 
especially novel content-first interaction is that you 
can preview and scroll through video by moving your 
thumb across it. Again, no need to enter another 
“mode” to do this. The one place where the interaction 
breaks down is after tapping on a video, it isolates the 
video and turns on the sound. For whatever reason, 
the scrubbing video with the thumb feature is no 
longer available, replaced with a more traditional 
timeline scrubber along the bottom of the screen.


8. Use of examples in Sketching 
User Experiences 
We have been using this book to complete a 
number of sketching assignments for class. I like 
the experience this book provides. It is visually rich 
and I especially want to call out its great use of 
examples to explain the assignments. For the first 
assignment, it showed a complete solution. This 
was a great interaction for me because I find it 
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helpful to visualize what the final product is. It’s more than just that “I’m a visual 
learner”. It’s about what an example can tell you that a description can’t—formatting, 
best practices for communicating your work. I wish more books would do this.


9. Robustness of Fantastical calendar app 
This is perhaps my most-used app on my 
computer. I love this calendar app because of 
its robustness in its natural language 
processing (see screenshot for it handling a 
complicated string of text). This is great 
because it captures my intention for an 
appointment or reminder no matter how I 
formulate it in my head. I rarely have to correct 
its interpretation. It’s built for speed and low 
cognitive friction. Another great interaction in 
this app is its support of switching sets of 
calendars with keyboard shortcuts. I can 
quickly pull up only my personal and family 
calendars, or switch to showing only work-
related calendars depending on the context of 
planning I am in. It is flexible in this way.


10. Efficiency of my  
water bottle 
I’ve been using this water bottle throughout my 
time at UCI and I love its design. A key feature 
is the white soft plastic bite-valve at the top. 
You bite down softly and drink. The valve is a 
physical constraint that prevents water from 
spilling; an adult sippy cup. The water bottle 
was designed to withstand the rigors of 
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mountain biking, but I find its spill-proof design great for having with me at my desk at 
work. No risk of water on expensive electronics.The bite valve has the added 
advantage of being a much faster, efficient, and spill-proof method of accessing the 
water than a lid would be. As a result of the efficiency, I drink more water! 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Induction: My 10 Design Principles


1. THE JUST DO IT PRINCIPLE  
Consider ways in which the user can bypass unnecessary interaction.

Examples: Apple watch log in, water bottle  

2. THE SHOW ME PLEASE PRINCIPLE 
When asking for a response from a user, provide an example that demonstrates the format of 
the response.

Example: Sketching User Experiences  

3. THE PRESSING NEED PRINCIPLE 
When the user is in an environment with scarce time or resources, make solving the most 
pressing need easy to accomplish.

Examples: Alaska Air boarding screen, Honda civic horn button 

4. THE AUTOPILOT PRINCIPLE 
Help users make good choices by default.

Example: Keynote’s included design templates (see below) 

5. THE RELEVANT ENVIRONMENT PRINCIPLE 
The physical or digital environment surrounding the user should be conducive to activities 
related to achieving their goals.

Example: Fantastical’s context switching 

6. THE SELF CARE PRINCIPLE 
Reduce friction in products for helping users make healthy choices for their bodies and minds.

Example: Water bottle’s ease of access


7. THE PLACARD PRINCIPLE 
If the design solution is a sign or placard telling the user what not to do, there is a better design 
solution.

Example: Sign on hotel bathroom door 

8. THE COMMON ACTIVITY PRINCIPLE 
Make common activities easier to perform and more prominent than less-common ones.

Example: Confusing elevator buttons 

9. THE CONCEPTUAL FUNNEL PRINCIPLE 
Support multiple mental models as inputs of a common goal or output.

Example: Fantastical’s natural language processing 

10. THE VALUE PROP PRINCIPLE 
Pay particular attention to the interaction and experience of apps related to the their core 
differentiator or value proposition to the user.

Example: Tumblr’s blissful content consumption
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Depth: Two Artifacts - Love and Hate

LOVE 

Keynote 
The thing I love about Keynote, the 
presentation design software from 
Apple, is that it helps its users make 
good design decisions by default. It 
has great looking slide templates, and 
its preset paragraph styles make it it 
easy to select complimentary fonts 
and colors. Text shrinks to fit as you 
type (instead of continuing off the 
screen), and images scale 
proportionally by default, instead 
squashing and stretching. At the time 
I began to use and fall in love with Keynote (around 2007), I had been using PowerPoint 
all my life. PowerPoint, by contrast, gave the user complete freedom to choose colors, 
font styles, and stretch images. But the myriad choices meant users weren’t naturally 
guided to cohesive design. It was easy to make ugly design decisions. I really 
appreciated the care Keynote designers took in helping users naturally design 
compelling, clear communication.
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HATE 

Ruggie Floor Mat Alarm Clock 
I loved the concept for an 
alarm clock that made you 
get out of bed and walk 
across the room to turn it 
off. But the execution 
made me hate it. Besides 
costing $70 for a very 
cheap feeling product 
(does not actually 
resemble the product 
photo), everything about 
the experience of using Ruggie was confusing, frustrating and impractical. The product 
arrived in the mail and late in the evening, after a number of my roommates had gone 
to bed, I went to set the timer. I discovered the clock was embedded in the back and 
had to be removed from several layers of foam and cloth. When I succeeded, I went to 
set the time. The press of the button made a very loud BEEP sound. I tried again - 
another loud BEEP. Holding down the hour/minute set button did not speed through 
the hours. I would have to press this button for every hour and every minute I wanted 
to set the time to (violating my just do it principle) . I decided to wait until the next day 
so I would’t disturb my roommates.


I set up the clock and alarm the next day. Ruggie gave no indication if I was setting the 
clock or setting the alarm (violates my value prop principle, good feedback, and 
knowing the state of the system), so I had to do some trial and error until I found out 
which I had set. 


I found the next day I wanted to adjust the alarm time, but the clock was very 
cumbersome to remove from the foam mat and replace (violating my relevant 
environment principle). I then returned it and was glad it was out of my life.
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